
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CITATION TO ACCOMPANY THE AWARD OF 

THE COAST GUARD ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL 

 
TO 

 

LIEUTENANT ADOLPH EDWARD ZIMMER  
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 

 

Lieutenant ZIMMER is cited for outstanding achievement and superior performance of duty while serving as pilot of HH52A 
helicopter CGNR 1383 on 1 October 1979. Having landed earlier at the Newport airport for an administrative mission, Lieutenant 
ZIMMER received word from the personnel at Coast Guard Station Yaquina Bay of a capsized pleasure craft in the surf off Lost 
Creek State Park. Rushing to the aircraft, Lieutenant ZIMMER skillfully scrambled the helicopter and arrived on-scene only three 
minutes after takeoff. Information was coordinated from the on-scene beach rescue party from Yaquina Bay Station. Lieutenant 
ZIMMER learned that one of the three distressed persons was unaccounted for. Expertly deducing the most likely location for the 
search datum based upon on-scene conditions and current, Lieutenant ZIMMER commenced a hover search of the surf line. The 
aircrewman shortly thereafter located the distressed person floating face down. Objectively weighing the situation Lieutenant 
ZIMMER and the crewman decided against a water landing due to the eight foot breaking surf. A hoist was also determined to be 
impractical due to the unconsciousness of the victim. Despite the fact that the aircrewman had been unable to don his exposure 
suit, he volunteered to enter the surf to pull the victim ashore. Lieutenant ZIMMER skillfully maintained a low hover over the 
breaking surf during the evolution until the aircrewman had the victim on the sand. After expertly landing nearby, the beach rescue 
party loaded the victim on board the helicopter and Lieutenant ZIMMER sped him to the hospital. Throughout this demanding 
mission Lieutenant ZIMMER demonstrated outstanding airmanship, presence of mind, and resourcefulness. LT ZIMMER's diligence, 
perseverance and unwavering devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of the United States Coast Guard. 
 

The Operational Distinguishing Device is authorized. 


